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Abstract

Transpiration cooling is used for active thermal protection whereas shock thrust vectoring

is an attitude control approach. Both concepts rely on the injection, at the wall, of a

secondary fluid into a high-speed and high-temperature flow. The purpose of this work

is to investigate, using theoretical and numerical methods, how both approaches could be

integrated to simultaneously provide thermal protection and vector control to small-scale

aerospace vehicles. This work has two parts.

Firstly, we assess Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulent closures for the

prediction of a turbulent boundary layer with transpiration cooling via the comparison

with a high-fidelity direct numerical simulation (DNS) database. This study considers

the canonical zero-pressure gradient, flat-plate, turbulent boundary layer over a massively-

cooled wall ()F0;; = 1
2)∞), with transpiration cooling. It is shown that the RANS-based

turbulence models perform well in the qualitative estimation of the velocity and thermal

boundary layer evolution at low-blowing ratios (� = 0.2 and 0.6%); more significant

differences are noted at higher blowing ratios (� = 2.0%). The RANS models, especially

the Spalart-Allmarasmodel, over-predicts turbulence production near thewall, which results

in faster growth in the boundary thickness; this error becomes more pronounced at higher

blowing ratios. Despite the greater mixing of momentum, the thermal mixing is under-

predicted compared to the DNS in the uniform blowing case but over-predicted for the slit

case. These results suggest that modeling errors in the temperature distribution due to the

turbulent thermal flux modeling can be significant even if the velocity is correctly modeled.

The second part of the work investigates the integration of transpiration cooling and

shock vector control (SVC). After validation against experimental data, the blowing ratio,

inlet Mach number, entrance length and turbulence were varied to understand the functional

relationship between these variables. The Mach line profile, which delineates the sub- from

supersonic region of the flow, is a critical feature that has a direct impact on the resultant

shock wave formation. The RANS model was compared to the analytical blunt body

dynamic model to estimate separation distance and good agreement was found. From this
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result it was concluded the transpiration cooling and SVC could be reasonably integrated

for single stage rockets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Advanced thermal protection systems (TPS) are at the cornerstone of modern space trans-

portation development. The ability to limit extreme thermal loads on combustion chamber

walls, the exterior body during re-entry, or during hypersonic flight is central to many of

the emerging paradigms of “new space”; re-usability, increased safety and efficiency. More

practically, continual improvements to TPS can lead to increased performance (e.g. through

higher combustion chamber temperatures), an overall weight reduction and a reduction of

manufacturing costs via the use of lower-cost materials.

A variety of physical mechanisms can be used to reduce the thermal loading for space

applications, such as: ablative materials [14], film cooling [15], or passive transitional flow

control-based surface properties [16] to name a few. Some of the recent advances in TPS

have been summarized by Zhu et al. [17]. Another promising active TPS is transpiration

cooling (see Figure 1.1). This method of cooling has been recently considered for chamber

walls [18] and airframe cooling on re-entry [19, 20] by major aerospace organizations.

Transpiration cooling involves injecting coolant through the porous and permeable side

walls into a hot boundary layer flow. This effectively cools the walls by convective cooling

within the porous material and accumulation of a coolant film on the inside face of the

boundary layer wall, similar to film cooling. The cooling effectiveness of transpiration

cooling is superior to that of film cooling, and for this reason has renewed interest by
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of transpiration cooling with uniform blowing (left) and slit/inhomogeneous

blowing (right) from [1].

researchers. With the coming of age of modern metal additive manufacturing, especially

with architected lattice structures such as triply periodic minimal surfaces, porous metal

walls can be seamlessly integrated into structural metallic parts. By effectively cooling the

side walls, engineers can resort to more inexpensive materials that enable the use of these

modern additive manufacturing techniques.

Although there are advantages to using transpiration cooling, there are also a few dis-

advantages. For rocket engines, fuel injected as coolant will not contribute as efficiently to

the impulse [18]. Therefore, it is imperative to design the system to use as little coolant

as possible. Additionally, the use of transpiration cooling involves diverting propellant or

transporting dedicated fluid towards the side wall for cooling. The transpiration cooling

system alos includes additional pumps and valves as seen in Figure 1.2. The increased

complexity and weight of the active thermal protection system often negatively impacts the

cost/benefit analysis in many applications. Therefore, creating a dual-use for the transpira-

tion cooling architecture is highly desired.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.2 Typical transpiration cooling set-up taken from McConarty and Anthony [2]

1.1 Integrating transpiration cooling and shockvector con-

trol

This work explores, via numerical simulations, the novel use of transpiration cooling for

thrust vectoring applications. A dual-use of transpiration cooling can be achieved by

combining the fluidic injection with shock thrust vectoring in high-speed flow applications.

In reaction engines, the propellants react and expand in the combustion chamber. A

converging-diverging nozzle is used to accelerate the flow above the speed of sound and,

in doing so, thrust is created. The primary function of propulsion systems is to provide a

propulsive force to aeronautical or astronautical vehicles during flight. Dual functionality of

transpiration cooling architectures can be achieved if the vector (magnitude and direction)

of the trust can be controlled. For single engine vehicles, there are 4 main thrust vectoring

methods[21]:

3
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Figure 1.3 Example of a typical SVC system, taken form Sellam et al. [3]

1. Mechanical deflection of the nozzle or thrust chamber.

2. Insertion of heat-resistant movable bodies onto the exhaust jet. These experience

aerodynamic forces and cause a deflection of part of the exhaust gas flow.

3. Separate thrust-producing devices that are not part of the main flow through the

nozzle.

4. Injection of fluid into the side of the diverging nozzle section, causing an asymmetrical

distortion of the supersonic exhaust flow due to shock wave formation.

Item number 4 is commonly referred to as a shock-vector control (SVC) system. Its

flow characteristics can easily be integrated with transpiration cooling, making it an ideal

candidate to study. An overview of a typical shock-vector control (SVC) system is shown

in Figure 1.3.

1.2 Contribution and organization of thesis

This work explores the potential dual-use of transpiration cooling and shock thrust vectoring

for high-speed flow applications. Ideas along this line of thought have been proposed by

Billig [22], but proof commercial viability, technical feasibility and an extensive evaluation

of these ideas have yet to take place. This work uses a systematic approach to first under-

stand the accuracy of the turbulence modeling assumptions in these complex flows before
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Chapter 1. Introduction

conducting detailed numerical investigations into the shock thrust vectoring potential. This

numerical work serves as the basis for validating a low-order model of this technology.

The contributions of this work are:

• Evaluation of turbulence modelling and error quantification for transpiration cooling

(Chapter 5.1 and published papers: Bukva et al., AIAAHypersonics and Space Planes

2020 [23] and Bukva et al., Physics of Fluids, 2021 [24])

• Validation of oblique shock generation with transpiration cooling at high-Mach num-

ber flows (Chapter 5.2) and quantification of pressure rise in the post-shock region.

(paper in preparation)

• Development of a low-order model to predict the thrust vectoring potential for tran-

spiration cooling applications. (paper in preparation)

These contributions highlight the potential dual-use application of transpiration cooling and

shock thrust vectoring for space applications.

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 covers the literature review on both

transpiration cooling and shock thrust vector control. Next, in Chapter 3, the computational

details of the numerical solver are discussed. In Chapter 4, validation using experimental

data is provided. The primary results on the transpiration cooling focuses on modeling the

heat flux and turbulence compared to a DNS(Direct Numerical Simulation) database. The

SVC(Shock Vector Control) simulations validated against experimental results in which the

wall temperature, pressure distributions and shock wave compositions is compared. Finally,

Chapter 5 expands on the results of the aforementioned simulations and propose a low-order

modeling strategy.

The chapters in this thesis are split into two distinct parts. The first part addresses

transpiration cooling at low Mach numbers, while the second focuses on a combination

of high-speed transpiration cooling and SVC. As turbulence plays a dominant role in SVC

application, it was paramount to adequately validate the turbulence modeling assumptions

5
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in transpiration cooling. This presents a very challenging setup for standard Reynolds-

Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approaches. The dearth of near-wall experimental data

for turbulent transpiration cooling made the assessments difficult to undertake. Therefore,

a DNS database was used as a point of comparison for the RANS simulations. This further

allowed for a great deal of refinement in the model, as the whole flow field was resolved.

This fundamental investigation resulted in a conference proceeding [23] and a publication

[24]. With this new found understanding of the turbulence modeling uncertainty, the study

continued to a high-speed flow regime which focused on the use of transpiration cooling

for SVC applications. The numerical setup for each part is detailed in this work.

6



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The literature review aims to inform the reader on the work done in the areas of transpiration

cooling and shock-vector control. The literature review focuses on each area, namely

transpiration cooling and shock thrust vector control (SVC), separately and then discuss the

small but meaningful work done when both aspects are combined.

2.1 Transpiration Cooling

Since the integration and optimization of transpiration cooling systems can be very chal-

lenging and costly, numerical tools are critical in determining the heat fluxes and resulting

wall temperatures. However, modeling the physical phenomena in transpiration cooling

is inherently difficult, as there are multiple mass and heat transfer mechanisms occurring

simultaneously over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales. Within the porous wall, con-

duction and convection from the fluid cools the solid; furthermore, the liquid-to-gas phase

change (in the case of a liquid coolant) can absorb a substantial amount of thermal energy–

thus greatly increasing wall cooling. As the coolant is effused from the porous media into

the turbulent boundary layer, the cooler fluid offers a thermal buffer to protect the wall from

the hot gas, reducing the heat transfer into the wall. Therefore, a comprehensive simulation

tool must not only model the porous material, but also must model the reduction of heat

7
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transfer into the porous material via the film accumulation effect. These effects are heavily

modulated by the turbulence in the boundary layer and properties of the injected fluid [25].

Recently, advances in computational efficiency have allowed researchers to perform

direct numerical simulation (DNS) studies of transpiration cooling [26, 27]. DNS is a

valuable tool for supplementing experimental data, as it enables the full resolution of all

turbulent scales and provides information about the physics of the problem. The severe

computational cost of DNS studies often makes the approach non-viable for realistic en-

gineering applications. Nonetheless, the use of DNS can provide valuable understanding

of transpiration cooling that can be used to improve the lower-order turbulence model-

ing strategies in large-eddy simulation (LES) or Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)

solvers. Although experimental results are critical, they remain rare [28–32] and are plagued

with the same near-wall measurement uncertainty and challenges of classical wall-bounded

turbulent flows.

In spite of the need to better understand the modulating effect of transpiration cooling on

boundary layer turbulence, only a limited number of DNS studies on transpiration cooling

are found in the open literature. Avsarkisov et al. [33] performed DNS of wall transpiration

in a periodic turbulent Poiseuille flow in order to validate a logarithmic wall scaling law.

As a followup work, Kraheberger et al. [34] computed transpiration in a periodic turbulent

Couette flow, and investigated the near wall turbulent structures. In both simulations, the

flow domain was streamwise and spanwise periodic, with one blowing wall and one suction

wall in order to obtain a mass-balanced, statistically-steady turbulent flow; this canonical

setup provides a more theoretical focus on transpiration cooling. Cerminara et al. [26, 35]

performed a DNS in which transpiration coolant is injected into a laminar boundary layer,

which transitions to turbulence downstream of the injection point. The same group has

additionally investigated coolant flow through individual spherical pores and subsequent

injection into a laminar boundary layer [36]. Recently, a first DNS of a spatially-evolving

fully turbulent boundary layer with transpiration cooling was presented by Christopher et al.

[27, 37]. These simulations were used to better understand the film accumulation effects and

the overall cooling efficiency through transpiration injection at the wall. These simulations

8



Chapter 2. Literature Review

were also used to address wall modeling considerations with transpiration cooling [23].

Although DNS provides valuable insight, the excessive computational cost means that,

for engineering design, simplifying assumptions need to bemade in order tomodel the effect

of the turbulence on the mean flow. Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes(RANS) equations,

which model the effects of turbulence via an additional eddy viscosity term, represent the

primary modeling approach used for the predictive aerothermal design. Recent works [38]

have compared experimental results to RANS-based simulations, showing good predictive

capabilities. Accurate near-wall turbulence modeling is predicated on modeling the con-

current physical effects occurring due to wall blowing, and compounded by the variable

viscosity and density of the injected flow. There are many proposed modifications to the

RANS model to account for these effects. To better capture the correct heat transfer effects,

they remain mostly ad hoc modifications based on increasing the near-wall dissipation

properties, that have only been validated at low blowing ratios.

Menter developed one of the most robust general turbulencemodels, the k-l SSTmodel,

which is a combination of the k-l model for the inner parts of the boundary layer and the

k-n model in the freestream [39]. Menter’s model led Wilcox to develop a correction for

the dissipation, l, under transpiration conditions in the two-equation model [40]. This

correction was designed to match the experiments done by Andersen et al. [41]. In a

similar endeavour, Chedevergne et al. [29] developed a correction for the k-l SST model

that is only dependent on the blowing ratio and did not affect results for non-transpiration

boundary layers. Chedevergne et al. compared their results to the Wilcox correction

and CS model, showing better performance in modeling the velocity profile and friction

coefficient in most cases. Hink et al. [28] extended the variable density, one equation

Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model to account for wall effusion. The extension of the model is

based on a modification of the characteristic wall distance 3, and uses Wilcox’ blowing

parameter (�, to estimate the effective effusion wall distance. This results in a change to

the specific dissipation at the wall which accounts for the effects of wall blowing. Bellettre

et al. [42] showed promising results using the RNG k-n model, in which the effects of

blowing on turbulence modeling have a slightly more physical basis. However, to the
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authors’ knowledge, this model has never been compared to any of the previous models

mentioned. A similar approach was taken by Munk, using a seven-equation Reynolds stress

model, which was more accurate than the Wilcox correction for the k-l SST model [43].

Prokein et al. [44] took a different approach by showing that transpiration can be physically

modeled in OpenFoam by controlling the inlet boundary conditions, and did not use any

model corrections in their simulations. These models have been assessed and tested against

experimental data, although the validation has been limited to low blowing ratios. Standard

RANS turbulence models have also been shown to provide good predictive estimates in

non-adiabatic, turbulent flow conditions [45, 46].

2.2 Developments in Shock Vector Control

Shock thrust vector control relies on fluidic injection into a supersonic nozzle to generate

a shock wave. A differential pressure distribution on a portion of the side wall of an

axisymmetric nozzle creates mechanical force that can modify the thrust of a rocket. SVC

is a well established field of research. It has been researched analytically, numerically and

experimentally.

Early research on SVCwas focused on developing analyticalmodels to predict the overall

behaviour of the system. Four main analytical theories have been formulated for SVC:

blunt-body dynamics, blast-wave theory, linear analysis and boundary layer separation.

The Blunt-body dynamics model was developed in 1964 by Zukoski and Spaid[4] and

Spaid[47], a schematic is shown in Figure 2.1. This model assumes (1) the jet is sonic, (2)

that no mixing occurs between the primary and injected flow, (3) the interface between the

injectant and primary flow is a quarter sphere followed by an axisymmetric half cylinder,

(4) the interface between separated flow downstream of the injector and the injectant always

lies inside the half cylinder mentioned in (3). This model used the penetration height, ℎ,

of the blunt model and relates it to the separation distance of the shock; In 1967, Zukoski

[48] correlated ℎ to the separation distance in 2D using a proportionality constant for

both laminar and turbulent flows. Maarouf [12] correlated ℎ to the separation distance

10
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Figure 2.1 Blunt body schematic, taken from Zukoski and Spaid [4]

geometrically using a tangent constraint placed on the separation shock and the edge of the

blunt body for 3D flows. The blunt body model was validated in many published works

[3, 7, 49, 50], but the main criticism of the model is the need for correction factors to match

analytical and experimental results [51].

Secondly, the blast-wave theory was first applied to SVC by Broadwell [52]. The blast-

wave theory is based on the idea that the injected fluid acts as a source of mass, momentum

and energy in the primary stream and the effects of the source are independent of the wall

boundary layer. The modelled flow source is concentrated at a point and can either be a

gas or fluid that vaporizes. In addition to handling phase change, blast-wave theory can

account for chemical reactions through changes in the energy source term. Some of the

drawbacks of the model are: poor predictions of the upstream pressure, no consideration

of shock wave interactions and no resolution of the injection parameters, such as injector

diameter and position.

Thirdly, linear analyses was employed by Walker and Shandor [5] to model SVC. The

problem is idealized as a constant areamixing between the injectant and supersonic flow; the

model is shown schematically shown in Figure 2.2. The ability to predict specific impulse

was validated for small mass flow rates. At larger mass flow rates, this model breaks down

and offers no predictive value for specific impulse. It also cannot predict the results of the

resulting shock wave angle and separation distance.

Finally, the boundary layer separation model was formulated by Wu et al. [53] using an
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Figure 2.2 Linear analyses schematic, taken from Walker and Shandor [5]

eight equation model and the geometry of a 2D flow. The boundary layer separation model

accounts for the separation preceding the injector port. It does not scale well into 3D due

to complex geometric constraints[11].

Each of the aforementioned analytical models has faced criticism for their ability to

accurately predict the thrust vectoring in real world systems. To further emphasize the

overall lack of complete predictability of the previously mentioned analytical models, the

reader is directed to Figure 2.3. The complex physics present in the horseshoe vortex,

the complex bow shock, the trailing injector wake vortices and the jet plume crossflow

vortices make an all encompassing analytical model unlikely to be derived or effectively

implemented. These models have their place in approximating injector performance and

directing initial designs, but experimental and numerical investigation must be conducted

to fully understand performance. Younes and Hickey [11] have conducted an investigation

and found that of the 4 analytical models presented, the blunt-body model provides the best

predictive ability for forces and deflection angle for a small Bell shaped nozzle.

Aside from the analytical SVCmodels, many experimentalworks have been conducted to

characterize overall SVC performance. Wing and Giuliano [54] showed that overexpanded

supersonic nozzles were able to be thrust vectored up to 18°. They also showed that, at

design conditions, the thrust could be vectored 13° without significant power losses in
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the flowfield of a transverse jet injected into a supersonic flow, taken from

Santiago and Dutton [6]

Figure 2.4 Numerical generated Schlieren images of Injection Port (left) closer to nozzle exit, (right)

closer to nozzle throat, taken from Zmĳanovic et al. [7]

thrust efficiency. It was shown experimentally and numerically by Anderson et al. [55]

and Waithe and Deere [56], that multiple injection ports increase the thrust performance

at nozzle pressure ratios of 4 or lower. The adverse effect of an impinging shock on the

opposite wall section of the injector was shown by many [7, 55, 57]. This was caused

by placing the injector too far into the diverging section of the nozzle; an example of

experimental results can be seen in Figure 2.4. Considerable work was also done to identify

the effect of different gas injectants. For example, Sellam et al. [3] found when the product

of molecular mass and specific heat ratio is larger for the secondary gas, higher vectored

angles can be achieved. Additionally, certain gases like helium, can produce the same

deflection with lower mass flow rate. However, the performance of the thrust is inversely

impacted by product of molecular mass and specific heat ratio. Similar results were found
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numerically by Deng et al. [57].

The effect of turbulence plays a predominant role in the physics of SVC affecting the

separation distance, post-shock turbulence intensity, and overall shock structure. To study

this problem numerically, careful attention needs to be placed on the turbulence models,

in some cases the turbulence models need to be modified to account for the physical

particularities of SVC. For turbulent flows, a simple 2-equation model can be used but

irregularities occur at solid surfaces with shock-induced separated flow, so a damping

function or wall model are needed [7, 56, 58]. Otherwise, a certain error in the simulation

must be accepted as done by Deng et al. [57], and simulations can serve a more parametric

function.

2.3 Combining Transpiration cooling and SVC

Combining transpiration cooling and SVC is a difficult task, as it stacks the previously

mentioned complexities of both problems into a new and more difficult obstacle. Research

papers in this specific topic are rare and hard to replicate in a purely numerical manner

without the aid of experiments, as is the case for this thesis.

A few noteworthy studies include the numerical and experimental investigation by Jiang

et al. [59], where a shock generator was placed in front of a porous plate. The results show

that the transpiration cooling efficiency is reduced because of the impinging shock wave,

which decreases the fluid velocity near the porous wall, increasing static temperature. From

a modelling perspective, the basic continuity, momentum and energy equations were used

with the : − n model to model turbulence. In this study, the authors paid much attention to

modelling the coolant tank and porous material, using the Brinkman–Forchheimer extended

the Darcy model to estimate velocity and local thermal equilibrium to approximate temper-

ature. From a validation perspective, there was only a comparison between the angle of the

reflecting shock wave between walls. Experimental near wall measurements are not easy to

obtain for this type of experiment to compare to numerical results. A similar experimental

study was done by Holden [60]. Both studies were focused on the decrease in cooling
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efficiency caused by an incoming shock rather than any SVC considerations, although those

questions could have been explored. Gülhan and Braun [9] conducted a study of supersonic

flow over a porous flat plate, using infrared cameras to measure the surface temperature of

the plate for both laminar and turbulent freestream flows. To the author’s best knowledge,

there have not been any studies focusing on the SVC characteristics of supersonic transpi-

ration flow. Furthermore, a parametric study for the combination of transpiration cooling

and SVC has not been complete and published. However, a patent published by Billig [22],

seems to combine transpiration cooling and SVC into one system, but using a different

method than described previously. Instead of using the transpired fluid as a means of SVC,

the patent combines both concepts separately. There is steam generated in the system below

the combustion chamber walls that can be conveyed to the transpiration region to cool the

walls of the combustion chamber; but can also be diverted to multiple conventional SVC

injectors to control the flight path. Similar to the rest of the combined transpiration and

SVC systems, detailed information was not available. The use of the system could not be

found in a real world example and the schematics that were available online were of bad

quality and were not legible.
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Computational details

In this chapter, the computational details of the simulations are discussed. The present

chapter is divided into three sections. First, the characteristics of the Reynolds Averaged

Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver, namely OpenFoam, are discussed. The discussion focuses

specifically on the details that are common to all simulations in the thesis, including the

numerical schemes implemented into the solver. Section 3.2 examines the details of the

compressible transpiration cooling simulations. Subsection 3.2.1 defines the parameters

of the DNS database, while subsection 3.2.2 similarly defines the RANS model that is

subsequently compared to the DNS database. These subsections define the sum of the com-

pressible transpiration cooling setup, and alert the reader to minor differences in boundary

conditions, turbulent resolution and grid size to be kept in mind during validation and

comparison of results. Finally, section 3.3 details the parameters of a simulated laminar

hypersonic flow, injected with a transpired fluid to achieve shock vector control. Subsection

3.3.1 details the experimental case on which the simulation was designed and the simulated

domain and boundary conditions. Subsection 3.3.2 details additional changes made to the

original case to explore the parameters of SVC. Upon completion of this chapter the reader

will be made aware of two distinct sets of simulations, a low Mach number, turbulent,

compressible flow and hypersonic transpiration case with SVC, and the associated details

and set-up of two distinct set of simulations.
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3.1 Solver specific computational details

The software used for all simulated cases was OpenFOAM-v2012, which is an updated

version of the solver described by Weller et al. [61]. It was chosen because it is robust,

accurate and can be easily run using parallel computing on theComputeCanada architecture.

Specifically, the rhoCentralFoam solver was used, which is a segregated, compressible,

density-based, transient solver. The governing compressible Navier-Stokes equations,in

conservative form, are presented below using Einstein notation:

md

mC
+
m (dD 9 )
mG 9

= 0 (3.1)

m (dD8)
mC

+
m (dD8D 9 + ?X8 9 )

mG 9
=
mf8 9

mG 9
(3.2)

m (d4)
mC
+
m [(d4 + ?)D 9 ]

mG 9
= −

m@ 9

mG 9
+
m (f8 9D8)
mG 9

(3.3)

In the above equations, 4 is the total energy (sum of internal and kinetic energy), f8 9 is the

viscous stress tensor, and @ 9 is the heat flux vector. The rhoCentralFoam algorithm is

described by Nielsen [62] as follows:

1. Solve for density using the continuity equation

2. Solve for velocity using the momentum equation

3. Solve for temperature using the energy equation

4. Solve for pressure using the equation of state

The thermophysical properties are evaluated using the psiThermo module. The com-

pressibility, defined as k = md

m?
, is calculated using the gas constant ' and the temperature

at each cell as given by equation (3.4).

k =
1
')

(3.4)
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The dynamic viscosity, `, is assumed to follow Sutherland’s law. As temperature changes

throughout the flow, so will ` following equation (3.5).

` =
�B
√
)

1 + )B
)

(3.5)

For a standard dimensional cases �B = 0.000001458, and )B = 110.4 K[63, 64]. The

specific heat at constant pressure, 2?, is assumed to be constant. We take 2? to be 1006 �
:6 

[65]. An ideal gas is assumed using the module perfectGas to model the equation of state.

PerfectGas uses the ideal gas law to calculate the density at each cell, given by equation

(3.6).

d = k? (3.6)

The OpenFOAM solver allows the user to choose between internal energy and enthalpy as

the form of energy used in the conservation equation. For these simulations internal energy

was selected by using the sensibleInternalEnergy module. The molecular weight of

air used in the simulations is 28.97 :6

:<>;
by adding the weight of each component of air[65].

The numerical schemes used in rhoCentralFoam are not rigid but can be altered by

the user. The time derivatives, m
mC
, are approximated using backward Euler, which is a

first-order implicit scheme given, in general form, by:

D:+1 = D: + ΔC
3D

3C
(C:+1, D:+1) (3.7)

Accuracy in time is not of principal concern as the simulation is run to a steady state, so quick

computation time was weighted more favourably than a more accurate temporal resolution.

The module used to approximate the gradient (∇), divergence (∇·) and Laplacian (∇2) terms

are Gauss linear. The Gauss schemes indicates that standard finite volume method is

used, where Gaussian integration occurs between cell faces. The name linear indicates

that the face values are interpolated by a central difference method between adjacent cell

centers making all spatial terms second-order accurate. The general second-order scheme

for gradient and divergence terms can be seen in equation (3.8), where ℎ is the distance

between sampled points.
3D

3G
(G8) =

D(G8+1) − D(G8−1)
ℎ

(3.8)
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the Kurganov and Tadmor [8] central scheme

The general second-order scheme for Laplacian terms can be seen in equation (3.9):

32D

3G2 (G8) =
D(G8+1) − 2D(G8) + D(G8−1)

ℎ2 (3.9)

On top of the regular OpenFOAM schemes used to run simulations, the Kurganov and

Tadmor (KT) central scheme is used to further refine the face fluxes[8]. This scheme

is in the MUSCL (Monotonic Upstream-centered Scheme for Conservation Laws) group

of solvers and is TVD (total variation diminishing), allowing high-resolution solution of

discontinuities. The KT scheme uses more precise information about the local speed of

wave propagation in order to average over the non-smooth parts of the solution. The KT

procedure can be seen in pictorial form in Figure 3.1. The procedure starts by calculating

the local speed of propagation at the cell boundary G 9+ 1
2
. Due to the finite propagation

speed, the points G=
9− 1

2 ,;
= G 9− 1

2
− 0=

9+ 1
2
ΔC and G=

9+ 1
2 ,A
= G 9+ 1

2
+ 0=

9+ 1
2
ΔC separate smooth and

non-smooth regions. This procedure essentially traps the non-smooth parts of the solution

domain into a smaller control volume of 20=
9+ 1

2
ΔC. The greater number of smaller control

volumes now approximate the domain, as represented by dashed vertical lines in Figure
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3.1. The last step involves converting the oversampled grid, F, back into the original grid

to get the value of D=+1
9

. The mathematical procedure needed to implement this scheme is

presented in Kurganov and Tadmor [8], interested readers are referred to the original paper.

For cases in the turbulent regime, additional transport equations must be solved to

compute the turbulent viscosity of the flow. Two different turbulence models are used in

this work, the : − l SST and the SA model. The selection of the model for a given case

will be discussed in later sections. The : −l SST model was developed by Menter [39] and

combines the k-l model for the inner parts of the boundary layer and the k-n model away

from the wall. The : − l SST model calculates turbulent viscosity as shown in equation

3.10.

`C =
d01:

<0G(01l,Ω�2)
(3.10)

Where : is the turbulent kinetic energy, l is the specific rate of dissipation. 01 is a

constant, Ω is the magnitude of vorticity, Ω =
√

2,8 9,8 9 , with vorticity defined as ,8 9 =

1
2 (

mD8
mG 9
− mD 9

mG 9
). Lastly, �2 is defined as C0=ℎ(0A62

2), 0A62 is defined by the function 0A62 =

<0G(2
√
:

V∗l3 ,
500a
32l
). The constant 3 is defined as the distance from the field to the nearest

wall point and V∗ is a constant.

The transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy, : , and specific dissipation, l, are

shown in equations (3.11) and (3.12), respectively [66].

�

�C
(d:) = % − dV∗l: + m

mG 9
[(` + f:`C) +

m:

mG 9
] (3.11)

�

�C
(dl) = W

aC
% − dV∗l2 + m

mG 9
[(` + f:`C)

ml

G 9
] + 2(1 − �1)

dfl2
l

m:

mG 9

ml

mG 9
(3.12)

Where % represents the production of turbulent kinetic energy based on the shear stress of

the flow, % = g mD8
mG 9

, g = `C (2(8 9− 2
3
mD:
mG:
X8 9− 2

3d:X8 9 , and, (8 9 =
1
2 (

mD8
mG 9
+ mD 9
mG8
). �1 is a blending

function, define by C0=ℎ(0A64
1), where, 0A61 = <8=[<0G(

√
:

V∗l3 ,
500a
32l
), 4dfl2:
��:l3

2 ].For further

information on the constant values and definitions the reader is referred to the OpenFOAM

user guide[66],the work of Menter [39] or the NASA database for turbulence modelling

resources [67].
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The physically-inspired but empirically derived one equation SA model solves the

following transport equation (3.13):

�

�C
(ã) = �11(̃ã(1− 5C2)−[�l1 5l−

�11

:2 5C2] (
ã

3̃
)2+ 1

f
[ m
mG 9
((a+ã) mã

mG 9
)+212

mã

mG8

mã

mG8
] (3.13)

Equation 3.13 is solved for the term ã, which is related to the turbulent viscosity by the set

of equations (3.14)-(3.16).

aC = ã 5E1 (3.14)

5E1 =
-3

-3 + �3
E1

(3.15)

- =
ã

a
(3.16)

Furthermore, (̃ = Ω + ã

:232 5a2, where similarly to the : −l SST model Ω is the magnitude

of the vorticity. 5a2 = 1− -
1+- 5a1

, 5l = 6[
1+26

l3
66+26

l3
] 1

6 , 6 = A + 2l2(A6 − A), A = <8=[ ã

(̃:232 , 10],

5C2 = 2C34G?(−2C4-2). Constant values and further definitions of the above terms can be

found in the OpenFOAM user guide[68], the original work by Spalart and Allmaras [69] or

the NASA database for turbulence modelling resources [70]. The turbulence models are

shown to emphasize the complex nature of turbulence modelling. However, they provide a

simple turbulent viscosity, `C , for the approximation of the Reynolds stress using the shear

stress tensor.

3.2 Compressible Transpiration Cooling Setup

In this section, the details of both the DNS and RANS simulations are presented. The objec-

tive is to provide a one-to-one comparison between the DNS and the RANS computations

in order to carefully assess the near-wall turbulence modeling under transpiration blowing

under strong wall-cooling conditions.

3.2.1 DNS database

In a previous contribution [27], we presented Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of

spatially-evolving, transpired turbulent flat plate boundary layers. In the present work,
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these simulations will serve as the basis to assess the near-wall modeling strategies within

the context of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solvers. Here, we summarize the

main parameters of theDNSdatabase; interested readers can consult thework of Christopher

et al. [37] for further details and validation of the simulations.

The DNS was conducted using Hybrid [71] which solves the compressible and variable-

viscosity form of the conservative Navier-Stokes equations. The mass, momentum, and

energy equations are closed with the ideal gas law; the viscosity follows a power law with

temperature. A sixth-order, central difference scheme was used for the spatial derivatives

with a high-order filter to stabilize the central scheme. The time integration relies on a

fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta scheme using a CFL bounded time-step.

In these spatially-developing simulations, the turbulent boundary layer evolves from the

inlet to reach a fully-developed state at a position approximately equal to 30 times the initial

boundary layer height (X8) downstream; at this location, we impose the start of transpiration

cooling at the wall. In the present work, we consider both the uniform blowing and the slit

blowing cases. In the case of uniform blowing, we impose a uniform transpiration velocity

directed normal to the surface in the transpiration region; this velocity corresponds to the

Darcy velocity leaving the porous media. In the slit blowing cases, we alternate a repeating

pattern of a transpiration strip (in the span) followed by a solid wall throughout the defined

region of transpiration. For the slit cases, the transpiration region covers one third (by area)

blowing slits whereas the other two thirds of the area is a cooled, isothermal wall. Here

we consider the case of an array of 14 blowing strips. It should be noted that we force

the same blowing ratios in both cases. The blowing ratio is defined as � = d2vF/d∞D∞,

where vF is the average Darcy velocity of the injected flow over the transpiration region.

For the uniform case, we impose a blowing ratio, �, equal to 0.2%, 0.6% and 2%; the cases

correspond respectively to a low, medium, and high blowing ratio. For the slits case, we

only consider the medium, and high blowing ratio cases (� = 0.6% and 2.0%) in the present

work. Additionally, a case without any blowing (but with cooled walls) was computed as a

baseline simulation and compared against published turbulent boundary layer simulations

[37].
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Figure 3.2 Illustration of the domain characteristics for the DNS (left) and RANS (right) simulations

(not to scale).

Synthetic turbulence, with appropriate temporal and spatial correlation lengths, is su-

perimposed over a time-averaged turbulent boundary layer profile at the inlet for all cases.

Using proper scaling, the turbulence and mean velocity profile at the inflow are taken from

the incompressible DNS database at '4g = 450 by Jimenez et al. [72]. The freestream

Mach number of all the cases in the present work is set to 0.3. The freestream and outflow

boundaries use non-reflecting conditions supplemented by a sponge layer to dampen out the

spurious numerical oscillations at the boundaries. Periodicity is assumed in the spanwise

direction. To fully-resolve all the turbulence scales, about 118 million grid points were

needed (2560 × 180 × 256), this guaranteed H+ ≈ 1 over the domain. The computational

domain is scaled based on the inlet boundary layer thickness, X8, and is equal to: !G = 60X8,

!H = 6X8, and !I = 6X8. The transpiration zone, for both the uniform and slits cases, has a

20X8 streamwise length between G = 30X8 to G = 50X8 to permit the unobstructed evolution of

the turbulent boundary layer upstream and downstream of the transpiration region. For the

slits case, the 20X8 transpiration zone is an alternating sequence of transpiration and solid

wall regions, with solid wall comprising two thirds of the zone. Since the characteristic pore

size in the transpiration zone is assumed to be much smaller than any of the turbulent length

scales in the flow, we assume a no-slip condition on the streamwise velocity component at

the wall. All the solid walls in the simulation are set to a fixed temperature of )F = 0.5)∞,

which is the same temperature as the injected flow in the transpiration region. These con-

ditions correspond to strongly-cooled wall conditions. An illustration of the characteristic

dimensions of the simulation are presented in Figure 3.2 (left). An instantaneous snapshot
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at a fixed spanwise slice of two uniform and two slits DNS cases are shown, respectively, in

Figures 3.3 and 3.4. As the DNS cases correspond to three-dimensional spatially and tem-

porally varying simulations, the mean and turbulence statistics are averaged over a couple

eddy turnover times and over the periodic dimension in the span once the initial transience

in the flow is overcome. This permits adequate statistical convergence of the mean flow

statistics. The validity of the first- and second-order statistics are assessed in the work

of Christopher [37]. The methodology used in conducting these simulations, including

initialization of the domain, the bounds of the statistically-steady turbulent state, and time

integration can be found in the thesis of Christopher [37] as well.
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Figure 3.3 Instantaneous slice of the temperature distribution in the DNS uniform case at a blowing

ratio of � = 0.6% (top) and � = 2.0% (bottom).
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Figure 3.4 Instantaneous slice of the temperature distribution in the DNS slits case at a blowing ratio

of � = 0.6% (top) and � = 2.0% (bottom).
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3.2.2 RANS simulations

A set of comparative two-dimensional, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simu-

lations are conducted using the rhoCentralFoam solver. Given the unsteady nature of the

solver, the simulations were run until a steady-state is established. The simulation is setup

to replicate all the salient operating conditions of the DNS, including its nondimensional-

ization. For the inflow condition, we impose a uniform velocity slightly upsteam of the start

of the cooled flat plate; the boundary layer develops over the cooled solid wall ahead of the

transpiration cooling section, see Figure 3.2 (right). The length of the cooled-wall ahead of

the transpiration region is selected to allow the spatial development of the boundary layer

such that it matches the boundary layer state at G = 20X in the DNS. The similar turbulent

statistics at the start of transpiration allow for a direct comparison between the DNS and

RANS results. Outlet boundary conditions are imposed to the top and right boundaries; a

cooled, isothermal, no slip wall (at)F = 0.5)∞) is applied overmost of the bottom boundary.

The blowing ratio � is rigorously matched to the DNS, thus assuring that the same mo-

mentum is injected in the turbulent boundary layer. For both the uniform and slit cases, the

injected transpiration flow is modeled as a Dirichlet boundary condition with a user-defined

wall-normal velocity and temperature. The use of a plug-flow in the slit case differs slightly

from the DNS which imposed a parabolic profile to the wall-normal velocity. It is noted

that the blowing ratios are computed a posteriori through the integration of the density and

velocity across the inlet and transpiration boundaries of the fully converged solution. The

turbulence is modeled using the standard implementation of the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) for

most of this work; an additional turbulence closure model is assessed later in this work.

The standard grid for the uniform simulations is 1000×450 grid points in the streamwise

and wall normal directions, respectively, using a fully structured mesh; the slit cases have

a slightly higher resolution as we need to accurately resolve the gradients at each of the 14

slits in the transpiration region. We set a grid clustering in the wall normal direction with

a total expansion ratio set to 1000; a leading edge grid clustering approach was used in the

streamwise direction. The grid resolution guaranteed that H+ of the first grid point far below
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unity over the entire domain (we recall that the Reynolds number is relatively low in order

to match the DNS). Given the small computational cost of the RANS simulations, a number

of cases have been run for comparative purposes although the comparison will focus on the

similar blowing ratios as the DNS database.

The grid and domain size of the RANS simulations were first determined based on

cooled wall case without transpiration and compared to the corresponding DNS. For this

initial validation, we used the SA turbulence model and adjusted the length of the flat

plate in order to match the boundary layer characteristics at the region of interest. It is

important to note that, given the difference in the inflow conditions between the RANS and

DNS, we set up our simulation by matching the boundary layer characteristics using the

SA model. When studying the turbulence model effects, we only changed the modeling of

the turbulence closure and did not attempt to match the boundary layer characteristics (for

greater generalizability of our results). For all cases, given the unsteady solver, we assured

that a steady state was reached. The steady state was assessed by a fixed coefficient of

friction at the wall and an invariant temperature profile evaluated immediately downstream

of the transpiration region. As the velocity and temperature profiles are resolved without the

use of wall functions and we have very large temperature gradients. Non-physical, grid-to-

grid temperature oscillations were sometimes observed, especially in the fine mesh cases,

despite a small tolerance on the residuals (below 10−11 for most variables). These cases were

discarded and re-run with slightly different initial conditions and tighter residual tolerances.

This iterative approach was successful in obtaining physically consistent simulation results.

3.3 Shock Vector Control Setup

The simulations for the shock vector control study were split into two parts. The first set

of simulations are used to validate the solver and are compared to the work of Gülhan and

Braun [9] in Chapter 4. The second set of simulations are used to study SVC, and are

analysed in Chapter 5. Both sets are equivalent in numerical details except the freestream

inlet for the validation set is at a -5 degree angle of attack(AOA) relative to the flat plate
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Figure 3.5 3D model of test apparatus used by Gülhan and Braun [9]

Figure 3.6 Schematic of computational domain used for SVC simulations

to match the experimental configuration of Gülhan and Braun [9]. For the transpiration

cooling/SVC study, the AOA was set to 0.

3.3.1 Simulation Domain and Boundary conditions

The computational domain is set up to replicate the test apparatus used in experiments,

see Figure 3.5. From this, a 2D approximation is used to model the air flow above the

plate as the three-dimensional effects are of secondary importance. The overall domain

size is !G = 0.3479<, !H = 0.15< with 1 mesh element in the I direction. The overall

domain schematic can be seen in Figure 3.6 with the numbered labels representing different

boundary conditions. The test conditions of the freestream are given in Table 3.1, and

the thermodynamic state (pressure and temperature) can be set exactly. The velocity
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Free stream condition Value

Free stream Mach number, "∞ [-] 6

Free stream pressure, ?∞ [Pa] 380

Free stream temperature, )∞ [K] 89

Free stream density, d∞ [ /<3] 0.01487

Dynamic pressure, @ [Pa] 9,576

Total temperature, )0 [K] 730

Total pressure, ?0 [Pa] 6G105

Reynolds number, '4[−] 0.73G106

Table 3.1 Free stream conditions in experiments run by Gülhan and Braun [9]

components can be calculated by first calculating the speed of sound for air at the given

conditions. Next, the speed of sound is multiplied by the Mach number to obtain the speed

of the air. Due to the 5 degree angle of attack of the wedge, trigonometric functions are

used to find the components of velocity in the G and H direction. The remainder of the

boundary conditions were found from temperature distribution figures in the original work,

no-slip wall conditions and trial and error. The prescribed boundary conditions for the case

corresponding to the work of Gülhan and Braun [9] are organized in Table 3.2.

At the surface of the porous media there are a series of microscopic solid walls and

openings alternating in a non-uniform pattern. At the wall segments, a no-slip condition

must be present. However, over the openings, the velocity in the G-direction is free to be

any value, at least mathematically. Due to a lack of experimental and analytical models, the

correct slip velocity in the G-direction at the wall is not known. Running simulations that

incorporated every pore would be too computationally expensive to complete. Currently,

two techniques are used by modellers for commercially available CFD codes to approximate

the transpiration G-velocity. The first is to assume the pores are large channels of injectant

into the flow and the remainder of the region is modelled by a no-slip condition as done

by Prokein et al. [38] (circular pores) and Christopher et al. [27] (channel slits). This
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Boundary Condition X-velocity Y-Velocity Pressure Temperature

Number [m/s] [m/s] [Pa] [K]

1: Entrance length 1130.40 -98.89 m?

mH
= 0 m)

mH
= 0

2: Upstream wall 0 0 m?

mH
= 0 335

3: Transpiration region 0 10.58 m?

mH
= 0 310

4: Downstream wall 0 0 m?

mH
= 0 Q=7250 W/m

5: Top boundary 1130.40 -98.89 m?

mH
= 0 89

6: Inlet 1130.40 -98.89 380 89

7: Outlet mD
mG
= 0 - m?

mG
= 0 m)

mG
= 0

Table 3.2 Boundary condition values

Case Simulation name Notes

1 F=0 Transpiration velocity set to zero

2 F=0.444

3 F=0.874 This is the baseline case

4 F=1.000

5 F=1.500

6 F=2.000

7 F=0.874 Mach 5 Identical to 3, but freestream Mach number is 5

8 F=0.874 Mach 7 Identical to 3, but freestream Mach number is 7

9 F=0.874 entrance x05 Identical to 3, but the upstream plate length is halved

10 F=0874 entrance x2 Identical to 3, but the upstream plate length is doubled

11 F=0874 turbulent Identical to 3, but : − l SST used to model turbulence

Table 3.3 Details of SVC cases
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Case Simulation name Mesh size(x,y)

1 Very coarse mesh 446x109

2 Coarse mesh 892x275

3 Baseline mesh 1783x436

4 Fine mesh 1783x872

Table 3.4 Details of SVC validation cases

method works well, however, introduces oscillations in flow quantities due to larger pore

sizes. Alternatively, the whole domain can be modelled as a no-slip condition as done

by Christopher et al. [27]. The flow quantities do not have large oscillations present but

the mixing is exaggerated due to a full no-slip condition. For the current work a no-slip

boundary condition is applied to the G-velocity over the transpiration region. It will be

shown in Chapter 4 that the boundary layer is similar to that of experiments but slightly

larger. The idealization of the transpiration boundary condition should be kept in mind

throughout this work.

The validation cases are organised in Table 3.4 by mesh size and are identical in all

other respects.

3.3.2 Simulated cases

The simulated cases are highlighted in Table 3.3. The first set of cases (1-6), explore the

cause and effect of altering the velocity of fluid injectant. While, cases 7-11 are identical to

case 3 but altered some of the flow variables. For all cases the injected transpiration fluid is

at 295K, the upstream wall has a Dirichlet boundary condition of 335K and the downstream

wall has a Neumann boundary condition specifying the heat flux at the wall which is the

same as in Table 3.2 . The blowing ratio is defined as � = d2Vc/d∞*∞ where Vc is the

Darcy velocity, defined by equation (3.17).

Vc =
1

G1 − G0

∫ G0

G1

+3G (3.17)
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Where G0 and G1 are the beginning and end of the transpiration region, respectively. It

should be noted cases 7-11 do have an exact blowing ratio of 0.874, this is a naming

convention used to identify cases 7-11 as almost identical to case 3.
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Validation

This chapter will focus on validating the two distinct set of simulations outlined in chapter 3.

A mesh refinement study was done for the compressible transpiration cooling simulations

in section 4.1. The subsequent section will be divided into three subsection to validate the

hypersonic simulations.

4.1 Compressible transpiration validation

Given the very strong thermal gradient at the wall, the grid sensitivity is carefully assessed.

For the DNS database, the readers are referred to the original publication [27] and thesis [37]

work which contain grid sensitivity studies on the second-order turbulence statistics. For

the RANS simulations, Figure 4.1 shows the grid sensitivity of the temperature, velocity,

and eddy viscosity for three grid resolutions: coarse (500 × 225), baseline (1000 × 450),

and fine (1414 × 636). The sensitivity study is conducted on the highest blowing ratio case

(� = 2.0%).
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Figure 4.1 Sensitivity of the key variables at mid-point in the transpiration zone G = 41X8 for the

highest blowing ratio case (� = 2.0%, uniform) on a coarse (500× 225), baseline (1000× 450), and

fine (1414 × 636) grid.

4.2 Shock Vector Control Simulations

4.2.1 Grid Convergence

Grid convergence was extensively studied, especially at the near wall regions and across

shocks in the flow domain. The names and sizes of the testedmesheswere: very coarsemesh

(446x109), coarse mesh (892x275), baseline mesh (1783x436) and fine mesh (1783x872).

The x-momentum and temperature profiles were compared between each case, in multiple

locations. A few examples can be seen in Figure 4.2, upstream, in the middle and down-

stream of the transpiration region. Subfigures a), b) and d) show a good agreement between

all mesh configurations. However, when looking at subfigure c), it is evident that the two

coarse mesh configurations are not fine enough to capture the flow physics. The baseline

mesh and fine mesh overlap at all instances. Further refinement was tested but no difference

was observed.

By definition, the transpiration velocity,Vc, is the integration of all velocities along the

transpiration domain as given by equation (3.17). However, a value for the transpiration

velocity is only available at every node along the wall. The trapezoid rule is used to
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Figure 4.2 X-momentum and temperature profile of: a) upstream of transpiration(x=0.07) b) middle

of transpiration(x=0.14) c) Middle of transpiration, region enlarged to view small discrepancies as

shown by red ovals d) downstream of transpiration(x=0.17)
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Mesh size Blowing ratio

Very coarse (446x109) 0.874

Coarse (892x275) 0.845

Baseline (1783x436) 0.848

Fine (1783x872) 0.848

Table 4.1 Comparing the blowing ratio versus the mesh size

approximate the velocity integral as given by equation (4.1).∫ G0

G1

+3G ≈
#∑
==1

+ (G:−1) ++ (G: )
2

ΔG: (4.1)

Applying this method to each mesh yields the resulting blowing ratios as seen in Table

4.1. The coarse and very coarse mesh are not fine enough to capture the flow physics as

accurately as desired. A similar conclusion to that of the study summarized in figure 4.2 is

reached and the baseline mesh is chosen.

4.2.2 Time Convergence

The solver used to model the flow is an unsteady solver, however, to analyze the flow the

steady state condition is desired. To conclude the simulation has reached a steady state,

it must be demonstrated that the solution does not change with time. Due to the inherent

instability of the shock wave, there are small fluctuations in the flow. For better comparison,

after the simulation reached a state where no change was present except for the repeating

waves, the data was averaged over 2 plate flow through times for comparison. A plate flow

through time (FTT) is defined as time needed for the freestream flow to travel the length of

the plate, as is defined by equation (4.2).

C�)) =
!G

+∞
(4.2)

The results of the time convergence study can be seen in Figure 4.3, using the baseline mesh

and comparing the temperature profile in the middle of the transpiration region at different
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Figure 4.3 Time-averaged temperature profile (flow-through time C�)) = 2.6� − 4)

moments in time. The results show that after 8 flow through times, the simulation still

shows transience from H = 0.004 to H = 0.005, as the temperature profile undershoots all

other profiles. After, 23 flow through times is where the flow can be said to have reached a

steady state. To introduce a safety factor, it was decided to run all future cases to 38 flow

through times. The chosen quantity for the time convergence study was temperature, due

to it having the largest error in the grid convergence study. However, the same trend held

when other quantities we used for the time convergence study.

4.2.3 Experimental Comparison

To validate the simulated results, we first compare the angle of the shock waves between the

experimental and simulated cases. The only description of shock wave angles by Gülhan

and Braun [9], was in a figure showing a Schlieren image of the flow. A commonmethod for

approximating Schlieren images is to plot the |∇d | on a plane surface[73]. The |∇d | field

was computed and overlaid the Schlieren image of Gülhan and Braun [9] in Figure 4.4. The

angles of the leading shock wave align with the experimental and simulated results, labeled

2. The simulated separation shock wave has a higher angle; 42 versus the experimental

angle of 39 calculated from the flat plate, labeled 5. This mismatch is due to the larger

simulated boundary layer height. As the boundary layer protrudes further into the main

flow, the hypersonic flow must be deflected further upward resulting in a higher angled

shock wave. It is not possible to resolve this issue due to the following two competing
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of experimental(gray scale) and simulated (red) Schlieren image[9]

factors: the prescribed blowing ratio and the no-slip condition throughout the transpiration

region. As will be demonstrated in the following sections, as the blowing ratio is increased,

the boundary layer height will also increase. The no-slip condition at the wall imposes a

strict zero velocity, causing boundary layer growth. The opposite condition would be an

Euler wall, where the fluid velocity would not be slowed down by the wall and a boundary

layer would not exist. The physical reality of a porous material is somewhere in between,

as solid surfaces act like walls and porous openings act as a Euler wall.

The most obvious mismatch can be seen at label 3, and is classified as an interference

shock by the authors. The interference shock is not explained at all in the paper by Gülhan

and Braun [9]. But, it seems to be a result of different materials coming together, as shown

by a solid model in the paper by Gülhan and Braun [9], and a picture of a similar fixture used

by Gülhan [10] in other experiments - both are shown in Figure 4.5. In my work, I did not

model the plate as an assembly of materials and therefore the interference shock wave does

not appear. The reasons included for modelling the plate as one solid piece are: reduces

model complexity, reduces run time, and accounting for different materials upstream would

not help in the physical understanding of the flow in terms of SVC.

Lastly, the plate temperature will be compared to validate the accuracy of the solver.

The boundary conditions were described by Figure 3.6 and Table 3.2. The measured

temperature distribution can be seen Figure 5 in the work of Gülhan and Braun [9]. As

mentioned, the upstream plate has a fixed temperature of 335K. This compares well to the
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Figure 4.5 Solid model of experimental fixture done by Gülhan and Braun [9] (left), photo of similar

fixture used in experiments by Gülhan [10].

experimental results as no temperature change is visible. Similarly, the experimental results

for the transpiration region are uniform, except for small discrepancies near the transpiration

boundaries, and compare well to the imposed value of 310K. Lastly, the downstream wall

was much harder to model as the temperature has a non-linear increase down the plate.

For this reason, the plate must be modelled with a heat flux condition imposed on the

downstream plate. The difficulty is selecting an appropriate value due to the changing

temperature gradient along the downstream wall. For this reason, an iterative approach was

chosen where the average calculated heat flux was first selected and subsequently modified

to achieve the most realistic results. The resultant temperature distribution of the wall can be

seen in Figure 4.6. The orange vertical bars represent the range of possible values given by

reading the colour map in the work of Gülhan and Braun [9]. The temperature comparison

downstream of transpiration seems to indicate that the simulation reasonably models the

experiments and can be used to study SVC parametrically.
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Figure 4.6 Simuated plate temperature profile (blue) overlaid with experimental data (orange) from

Gülhan and Braun [9].
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Results and Discussions

5.1 Compressible transpiration results

The comparative results are discussed in this section. First, we assess the evolution of

the mean flow properties in the transpiration cases at various blowing rates; for all these

initial comparisons, the standard Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model is selected. Thereafter, the

turbulence modeling in these cases are assessed and compared.

5.1.1 Evolution of mean flow statistics

The evolution of the near wall velocity profile, at discrete streamwise locations, and the

evolution of the boundary layer thickness for the various uniform blowing cases is shown

in Figure 5.1. This offers a direct comparison of the DNS and RANS results. For this

comparison, the standard SA turbulence model is selected for the RANS calculations.

Compared to the DNS, the boundary layer growth rate of the uniform RANS simulations

is slightly over-predicted, which is attributable to a stronger turbulence production over

the transpiration region, discussed in section 5.1.2. The overall qualitative evolution of

the velocity profiles and boundary layer growth is well captured by the RANS solver.

The velocity profiles at the start, mid-point, and slightly downstream of the end of the

transpiration zone are overlaid in Figure 5.2. Importantly, the RANS solver captures the
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Figure 5.1 Evolution of the streamwise velocity profiles and boundary layer thickness. The region

of transpiration cooling is identified at the wall with a dark blue line.
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Figure 5.2 Velocity profiles of the RANS and DNS for � = 0.2% (top) and � = 2.0% (bottom) at

the start (left), mid-point (middle), and downstream (right) for the uniform transpiration zone.

correct change in slope with increasing blowing ratio in the outer part of the boundary layer.

The largest discrepancy is observed at the start of the transpiration region (G/X8 = 30).

Within the transpiration zone (G/X8 = 41), both the low- (top) and high-blowing (bottom)

ratios correctly account for the effect of the wall-normal momentum transport resulting

from transpiration. Similarly, the aggregate effects of transpiration are accurately captured

downstream of the transpiration zone at (G/X8 = 59).

The validation cases, without transpiration, showed a nearly perfect collapse of the

evolution of the momentum thickness-based Reynolds number between the RANS and

DNS simulations (not shown). The RANS simulations start to depart from the DNS results

when the blowing ratio is non-zero. Figure 5.3 shows the comparison of the evolution of the

momentum-thickness-based Reynolds number, '4\ , and the shape factor, � for the uniform

case. As expected, we note a drop in the momentum thickness over the transpiration region

for the blowing ratios of � = 0.6 and 2.0% as the injected momentum into the boundary

layer (resulting in a reduction of the momentum defect) overcomes the usual increase in
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momentum thickness with streamwise evolution. At the lowest blowing ratio (� = 0.2%),

both the RANS and DNS show a monotonic increase in the momentum thickness through

the transpiration region, although we note that the RANS results shows a stronger growth

in the momentum thickness above the transpiration region. The high-blowing ratio case

deserves specific consideration. Over the transpiration region, the drop in the momentum

thickness in the RANS simulation is significantly greater than that of the DNS despite the

moderate difference, at least qualitatively, in the velocity profile at these locations (recall

Figure 5.2). Thus, we expect the thermodynamic effects, through the density term, to be

responsible in compounding the error in the momentum thickness in the RANS.

The evolution of the shape factor is shown in Figure 5.3 (right). The shape factor

represents the ratio of the displacement, X2, to the momentum, \, thickness and is defined

as:

� =
X2
\
=

∫ ∞
H=0

(
1 − dD

d∞D∞

)
3H∫ ∞

H=0
dD

d∞D∞

(
1 − D

D∞

)
3H

(5.1)

A value of � ≈ 1.3 is typical of incompressible, adiabatic turbulent boundary layers [74].

In the strongly-cooled turbulent boundary layer, the displacement thickness is expected to

be smaller as higher density fluid is located close to the wall; this functional relationship

between the shape factor and wall temperature can be seen in the analytical derivations

by Standen [75]. A similar observation can be gleaned from the conditionally-averaged

velocity profiles over heated and cooled wall segments in work by Hickey et al. [76]. If

we do not account for the density change in the computation of � (thus computing the

incompressible shape factor), we obtain a value of about � ≈ 1.57 at G/X8 = 30. Clearly,

the strong cooling greatly impacts the shape factor calculation, as shown in the results of

the RANS and DNS. At low- and medium-blowing ratios (� = 0.2 and 0.6%), the shape

factor decreases over the transpirative region as the displacement thickness decreases more

rapidly than the momentum thickness. For the higher blowing ratio (� = 2.0%), the large

wall-normal blowing velocity effectively pushes the boundary layer away from the wall.

This results in a faster decrease of the momentum compared to the displacement thickness.

Thus we note a significant peak in � in the DNS which is also captured by the RANS,
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although the magnitude and position of the peak differ between the simulations.
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Figure 5.3 Evolution of momentum thickness Reynolds number (left) and shape factor (right) for the

uniform cases.

Although the velocity profiles and integral boundary layer characteristics are important

indicators for transpiration cooling, ultimately it is the temperature distribution that is of

critical importance for thermal protection systems. Furthermore, given the zero-pressure-

gradient turbulent boundary layer under consideration, the temperature distribution directly

affects local density of the flow which, in turn, affects the velocity distribution through the

conservation of mass. The temperature distribution over the transpiration region is shown

in Figure 5.4 for the uniform simulations. At a given blowing ratio, the RANS simulations

closely match the temperature distributions of the DNS, the match is especially good close

to the wall. Farther away from the wall, in the outer edge of the boundary layer, the RANS

simulations consistently under-predict the thermal mixing. This is an unexpected result

given that the RANS results over-predicted both the boundary layer thickness and, as we

will see in the next section, the turbulence stresses.

The direct comparison of temperature distribution in the slit case is shown in Figure 5.5.

In order to have the same mass flow rate injected into the boundary layer (in order to match
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of the temperature distributions of the transpiration region for the uniform

setup. RANS (SA model) results are shown with colored contour plot which is overlaid with the

DNS results (at the same contour levels). The transpiration region is indicated with a blue line.
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Figure 5.5 Average temperature for the � = 0.6% (top) and 2.0% (bottom) cases for the slits

configuration. RANS (SA model) results are shown with colored contour plot which is overlaid with

the DNS results (at the same contour levels).
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Figure 5.6 Focus on the average temperature distribution of the 7th and 8th opening in the slit case.

Case � = 0.6% (top) and 2.0% (bottom). RANS (SA model) results are shown with colored contour

plot which is overlaid with the DNS results (at the same contour levels). The opening at the wall is

shown with a white line.
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Figure 5.7 Temperature profile (DNS=symbols, RANS=line) at a single streamwise location near

the mid-point of the transpiration region ( G = 41X8) for the cases: (a) � = 0.2% (uniform), (b)

� = 0.6% (uniform),(c) � = 2.0% (uniform), (d) � = 0.6% (slits), (e) � = 2.0% (slits).
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the blowing ratios), slit cases have a larger Darcy velocity compared to the uniform cases

as only one third of the area of the transpiration region has openings; the remaining 2/3 of

the transpiration region (defined from G/X8 = [30, 50]) consists of cooled walls. At both

medium- and high-blowing ratios, we note a good collapse of the temperature distribution.

Unlike the uniform configuration, the slit configurations shows a greater thermal mixing in

the RANS, especially in the outer boundary layer. The growth rate of the thermal boundary

layer is notably larger than the DNS over the transpiration region. Figure 5.6 focuses on the

7th and 8th blowing slit. Although Figures 5.4-5.6 provide an overview of the temperature

distribution, a quantitative comparison of the temperature profile at G = 41X8, for all cases,

is shown in Figure 5.7. We note that the thermal gradient in the DNS, especially just above

the entrance of the blowing sections, are not captured in the RANS. The RANS simulation

shows a greater thermal mixing which is likely caused by the modeling approximations of

the thermal flux (discussed later). This alternating sequence of wall and blowing represents

a particularly challenging test case for all turbulence models. We do acknowledge a notable

difference in the RANS and DNS setups for the slits cases. In the DNS, the wall-normal

velocity in each slit follows parabolic velocity distribution, a similar velocity distribution

was not used in the RANS which can result in differences in the momentum and thermal

mixing.

To assess the effect of transpiration on the heat transfer at the wall, Figure 5.8 shows the

evolution of the normalized thermal gradient at the wall for the uniform configuration, where

the blue overlay is the area above transpiration region. Here, to facilitate the comparison,

the normalization is done with respect to temperature gradient at G/X8 = 25. The drop in

temperature gradient over the transpiration region as a function of the blowing ratio is well

captured, even in the strong blowing case where the temperature gradient approaches zero.

One notable discrepancy lies in the post-transpiration region inwhich the RANS simulations

under-predict the temperature gradient. This post-transpiration region (G/X8 > 50) is

characterized by the accumulation effect of the effused coolant immediately adjacent to the

cooled wall. Thus, this result suggest that the aggregate accumulation effect may be over-

predicted (or, alternatively, that the thermal flux at the wall is under predicted) in RANS
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Figure 5.8 Normalized temperature gradient at the wall for the uniform cases. The values are

normalized with the temperature gradient at the wall at G/X8 = 25.

calculations. This is possibly due to incorrect modeling of the turbulence-driven thermal

flux, as observed in previous results and discussed in subsection 5.1.2. The normalized

temperature gradient at the wall for the slits case is shown in Figure 5.9. Although the

temperature gradient is well captured by the RANS, a very sharp change in the temperature

gradient arises on the wall segment after each transpiration slit. The amplitude of the

oscillations of the thermal gradient is not captured by RANS. This observation is confirmed

by figure 5.6 showing the temperature distribution near the wall. Compared to the uniform

case, the slit case shows better modeling of the accumulation effect in the post-transition

region.

5.1.2 Turbulence modeling

Turbulence models play a key role in engineering-level predictive simulations of transpi-

ration cooling. The turbulence strongly effects the mass, momentum, energy transfer and

mixing, its impact is especially important above the transpiration zone which is character-

ized by high anisotropy. Therefore, it is important to assess the ability of standard turbulence
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Figure 5.9 Normalized temperature gradient at the wall for the slit cases. The values are normalized

with the temperature gradient at the wall at G/X8 = 25.
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closure models to capture the turbulent statistics near the wall. Although experimental val-

idations are important, few experiments report the higher-order turbulence statistics above

the transpiration region. Often validations must rely on matching integral quantities in

the flow. Here, since we have a spatio-temporally resolved turbulent boundary layer with

transpiration, we can directly assess the RANS turbulence models against the DNS results.

Despite the low-Reynolds number of the cases under investigation (due to the computational

costs of our DNS), the Reynolds number remains sufficiently high to offer valuable insight

into the modeling.

Here, we look at two very standard turbulence models, namely: Spalart-Allmaras (SA)

and the Shear Stress Transport (SST). The SA model is a one-equation turbulence model.

Although the SA turbulence model is decidedly more empirical than the standard two-

equation models (such as : − n or : −l), it generally has excellent predictive capabilities in

zero-pressure gradient turbulent boundary layers[69]. The SST is a two-equation turbulence

model that uses a blending function to optimize the strengths of both the : − n and : − l

models near the wall. This represents one of the most versatile turbulence models and is

often the default choice for engineering applications[77]. Many works propose corrections

to these models (e.g. [29]) to account for the influence of wall normal flow and roughness;

here the assessment is done on the standard formulations as implemented in OpenFoam.

When scaled with the near-wall characteristics, the velocity profiles show a modest

difference at the middle (left) and downstream of the transpiration region (right) as in

Figure 5.10. Both turbulence models correctly capture the viscous sublayer and most

importantly the velocity gradient at the wall. The discrepancy arises within the buffer

layer. On the cooled walls without transpiration (G/X8 = 59, right), both models show an

identical slope in the log-layer despite a small offset of the curves. In the transpiration

region (G/X8 = 41, left), the SST model shows a steeper slope compared to the SA model.

This results in a better match of the boundary layer thickness of the SST model over the

transpiration region (not shown).

The turbulent viscosity, which is computed from the turbulence transport equations,

shows a non-negligible difference in the profile as seen in Figure 5.11 for the uniform
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Figure 5.10 Turbulence models on the velocity at the middle (G = 41X8 , left) and downstream of the

transpiration zone (G = 59X8 , right) for the uniform case at � = 0.6%. Classical near wall scaling is

used for all cases.

cases. The magnitude of the eddy viscosity peak differ by 50% and the range of non-zero

turbulence fluctuations is greater in the SA model. As we have access to the full turbulence

statistics in the DNS, we can assess the approximate Reynolds stresses from the RANS

solver with transpiration cooling. Of specific interest is the off-diagonal D′E ′ component of

the Reynolds stress which contributes to the momentum transfer in the boundary layer. The

Reynolds stresses can be estimated by recalling the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity hypothesis:

D
′
8
D
′
9
=

2
3
:X8 9 − aC

(
mD8

mG 9
+
mD 9

mG8

)
(5.2)

For 8 = 1 and 9 = 2, we can estimate the D′E ′ term. The Reynolds stresses from the DNS

are temporally-averaged over at least 15 snapshots and along the span. The duration of the

temporal averaging varied depending on availability of the stored data from Christopher

et al. [37]. Despite this, we do note slight fluctuations in the turbulence statistics of

the DNS (especially downstream of the transpiration zone) which may be attributable to

a lack of statistical convergence of the Reynolds stresses in the DNS database. For the

uniform blowing case the D′E ′ term is compared at the start (G/X8 = 30), at about the

middle, (G/X8 = 36), and slightly downstream of the transpiration zone (G/X8 = 52) in

Figure 5.12. At the start of the transpiration region, the Reynolds stress profiles for all
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Figure 5.11 Eddy viscosity at the middle (G = 41X8 , left) and downstream of the transpiration zone

(G = 59X8 , right) for � = 0.6%.

blowing ratios collapse, as expected, for the all the RANS and DNS results. Over the

transpiration region (G/X8 = 36), the D′E ′ term increases monotonically with the blowing

ratio. Although the RANS computations over-predict the Reynolds stresses, the location of

the peaks is consistent between the RANS and DNS. The compounded over-prediction of

turbulence becomes evident after the transpiration region, especially for the high blowing

ratio. Although we note a good match in the wall normal location of the peak.

For the slits blowing case, there is a repeating sequence of transpired fluid followed

by a sudden reattachment of the flow to the cooled wall. Figure 5.13 shows the Reynolds

stresses at the center of a wall and transpiration slit at about the middle of the transpiration

zone. Over both the wall and transpiration regions, the turbulent stresses are drastically

over-predicted by the RANS. This corroborates the previous observation that the boundary

layer height was over-predicted over the transpiration region in the slit case.

The turbulent heat flux plays a critical role in thermal mixing of a turbulent boundary

layer with transpiration. The turbulence-driven heat fluxes are modeled using the gradient

diffusion hypothesis which relates, E′) ′, to the temperature gradient in the wall normal

direction:

− dE′) ′ = `C

%AC

m)

mH
(5.3)

The proportionality constant between the turbulent flux and mean flow gradients is tied to
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Figure 5.12 Reynolds stress comparison in the uniform transpiration case. The SA (top row) and

SST (bottom row) model are compared against the DNS.

the ratio of turbulent viscosity and turbulent Prandtl number, %AC . In addition to this rather

primitive modeling assumption, the %AC has a significant impact on the thermal distribution,

this has been confirmed in film cooling [78]–although the effects are expected to be similar

in transpiration cooling. Many works have considered more advanced modeling, see e.g.

[79, 80], to account for the variable %AC which may be physically observed. In the present

work, in absence of a justifiable value for %AC , we simply set it to unity. As noted in the

temperature distribution, the RANS turbulent heat flux match surprisingly well with the

DNS in the uniform case (Figure 5.14, left), although we notice an under-prediction in the

outer boundary layer. The lower E′) ′ in the outer boundary results in a under-prediction

in the thermal boundary layer thickness as shown in Figure 5.4. For the slits cases in

Figure 5.14 (middle and right), we note a clear over-prediction of the turbulent heat flux,

which thickens the thermal boundary layer (Figure 5.5). A case-specific or a variable

turbulent Prandtl number may be required to adequately match the momentum and thermal
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Figure 5.13 Reynolds stress comparison in the slits transpiration case using the SA model. We

evaluate the profile at the center of the 7Cℎ wall segment (left) and 8Cℎ transpiration segment (right).

distributions but these considerations fall outside of the scope of the current work.
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Figure 5.14 Turbulent heat transfer, E′) ′ at G = 41X8 using the SA model (full line). On the left pane,

the SSTmodel is shown as a dashed line. The symbols correspond to the spatio-temporally-averaged

DNS results.

5.2 High-speed Shock Vector Control simulations

The following section will discuss the information needed to assess the applicability of

transpiration cooling as a means for Shock Vector Control (SVC).

5.2.1 Parametric study of important variables

For current SVC systems to operate efficiently, the shock angle and location must be

controlled to eliminate shock reflection on the opposite wall. Similarly, if transpiration

cooling is to be used as a substitute to current configurations, an understanding of the

blowing ratio and the resultant shock wave formation must be sought. For a freestream inlet

of Mach 6, several blowing ratios were tested. The resultant shock wave angle, location

relative to the start of transpiration, non-dimensional force and moment on the plate can

be seen in Table 5.1. The force and moment are non-dimensionalized by dividing by the

force and moment of the baseline case (� = 0.874). The moment is measured about the

start of the plate at G = 0. The separation location and the force on the plate have a linear

relationship with the blowing ratio. While the shock angle and moment on the plate are best

approximated by a polynomial relationship. The plate force is linear because as the blowing

ratio increases, the pressure at the plate increases linearly. Whereas, when the blowing ratio
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F \[deg] x[m] Force(�?;0C4
�0

) Moment("?;0C4

"0
)

0 10.831 0.000 0.908 0.879

0.444 12.557 -0.015 0.931 0.925

0.874 13.465 -0.036 1 1

1 13.679 -0.041 1.015 1.0144

1.5 14.154 -0.058 1.078 1.068

2 14.423 -0.074 1.149 1.123

Table 5.1 Shock angle and location in front of transpiration vs F

increases the area over which the higher post shock pressure acts increases negligibly. A

linear increase in pressure and a negligible increase in area result in a linear increase in

force. However, the marginal increase in the area of the post-shock region does not have

a linear relationship with the resultant moment. This is a direct result of the definition of

a moment. As the separation location moves farther away from the center of rotation, a

constant force would exert a larger moment. However, with increasing distance the force

post-shock is increasing linearly, as stated before. This leads to the moment being well

approximated by a 2=3-order polynomial.

Another important characteristic of hypersonic flow is the Mach line that separates the

subsonic flow, near the wall, and the supersonic flow above. Information below the Mach

line, such as pressure waves, can propagate upstream. This also means that there are no

shocks below the Mach line. The effect of blowing ratio on the Mach line can be seen in

Figure 5.15. Critical information can be obtained from the Mach line diagram. The start

of the separation shock is well approximated by a sudden change in the slope on the Mach

line, before the transpiration region. The upstream portion represents a normal boundary

layer development, followed by a sudden increase in slope due to an increase in temperature

post shock (increasing the speed for Mach 1), and larger boundary layer growth, slowing

velocity close to the wall. The peak height of the Mach curve also corresponds to a higher

pressure at the plate.
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Figure 5.15 Effect of blowing ratio on the Mach line.

Mach F \[deg] x[m] Force(�?;0C4
�0

) Moment("?;0C4

"0
)

5 0.955 15.381 -0.039 0.963 0.957

6 0.874 13.465 -0.036 1 1

7 0.820 12.141 -0.035 1.044 1.050

Table 5.2 Effect of freestream Mach number on the flow.

The freestream Mach number is a defining condition for any flow. The effect of

keeping the transpiration velocity constant and changing the freestream Mach number was

investigated, and the important values summarized in Table 5.2. For the same transpiration

flow speeds, the calculated blowing ratio increases inversely to the freestreamMach number

(based on the definition of �). This relationship is a result of superimposing a few key

factors. Firstly, as the freestreamMach number is increased, the denominator of the blowing

ratio increases. However, as the Mach number is increased, the post shock pressure on the

plate also increases, resulting in larger density of the transpired fluid. The effect of the

increase in denominator is larger than the increase of the numerator, so the overall blowing

ratio decreases. The Mach lines for the varying inlet Mach number can be seen in Figure

5.16. It should be noted that lower inlet Mach numbers produce a higher peak in the Mach

line. However, this is the only case where a higher peak in the Mach line does not generate

a higher pressure on the plate. This can be understood by examining the boundary layer

growth of a laminar flow and the momentum balance. A typical laminar boundary layer
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Figure 5.16 Effect of Mach number on Mach line.

grows according to the Blasius solution, where the boundary layer thickness is given by

equation (5.4):

X99(G) ≈ 5.0
√
aG

D0
(5.4)

Naturally, as the flow speed is decreased, the boundary layer and Mach line will increase

in height. Additionally, from a momentum perspective, a decrease from Mach 6 to Mach 5

represents a 17% decrease in incoming momentum (assuming the same inlet temperature).

While, due to compressibility, the transpired momentum decreases by only 10%. This

allows the slower transpired fluid to flow higher into incoming flow and raise the Mach line,

without increasing the pressure.

Next, the entrance length before transpiration will be examined to understand the impact

of transpiration location (and boundary layer height) on the performance. In addition to

the standard � = 0.874 case with an entrance length of 0.11 meters, 2 additional cases,

half and double the entrance length, will be compared using the same transpiration velocity.

The cases are summarized in Table 5.3. The shorter the entrance length, the smaller the

displaced momentum thickness giving rise to a larger blowing ratio. An interesting note for

this configuration is the shock location in front of the transpiration region increases with

blowing ratio breaking trends from the previous comparisons, while all other trends still

hold (angle, force and moment).

For a better visual perspective, the Mach lines are plotted with G = 0 being the start of
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;4=C � \ [deg] G [m] Force (�?;0C4
�0

) Moment ("?;0C4

"0
)

0.055 0.961 14.491 -0.0214 1.592 0.937

0.11 0.874 13.465 -0.036 1 1

0.22 0.798 12.249 -0.0567 0.881 1.855

Table 5.3 Effect entrance length evolution on the flow.

transpiration in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17 Effect of entrance length on Mach line.

This section demonstrated that the overall characteristics of the flow could be controlled

by influencing the blowing ratio, speed of the external flow and position of the transpira-

tion region. These results show evidence of the controllability of the shock structures in

transpiration cooling that can be leveraged for SVC.

5.2.2 Effect of turbulence on flow

In Chapter 4, the experimental setup of Gülhan and Braun [9] was replicated. The flow

was described as laminar due to the freestream conditions. The laminar case slightly

overpredicted the boundary layer growth, which subsequently resulted in a larger angle

for the separation shock for a plate at -5 degrees. After examining the small effect of the

entrance length on the shock characteristics, a turbulent RANS simulation was attempted to
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see if the Reynolds stresses have a big impact in the post shock region. The reader should

bear in mind that the upstream turbulence can greatly effect the shock characteristics [81].

When changing the flow characteristic to turbulent, the upstream flow pre-shock is not

affected as the turbulent kinetic energy is very low. After the shock, the momentum profile

of the flat plate at -5 degrees showed closure alignment to the experimental results, as seen

in the Schlieren image of the turbulent case, Figure 5.18, when compared to the laminar

case in Figure 4.4. When comparing Figures 4.4 and 5.18, it is clear that the turbulent

Figure 5.18 Effect of turbulence on -5 degree plate.

model captures the boundary layer height and shock angle more precisely. However, there

is a limitation when trying to reproduce the work of Gülhan and Braun [9]. When the

original model was constructed, the post shock temperature boundary condition was set

to an average heat flux that would capture the gradual increase of temperature within the

error of the colour map, as seen in Figure 4.6. Attempting to replicate this method was

not possible for the turbulent case. For a low heat flux into the plate, the start of the

downstream plate would match the experimental results. However, further down stream the

temperature would rise several hundred Kelvin above the experimental results. Attempting

to compensate by raising the heat flux into the wall would result in a temperature at the

start of the downstream plate, which was lower than the temperature of the transpired fluid

resulting in a non-physical solution. To model the experimental results properly, a variable

heat flux approach would have to be undertaken but the exact values remain unknown.
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However, the goal of this research is not to replicate results but instead develop an

understanding of the flow. As such, the focus will shift to comparing two identical cases

with the only difference being the addition a :−l SSTmodel and comparing and contrasting

the results. The turbulent case will build upon case 3 in Table 3.3, with no angle of attack.

The number of mesh elements was increased to 2669 × 654 (G-H), to achieve a H+ ≈ 1 and

keep the aspect ratio below 100. The results of this study are summarized in Table 5.4.

Additionally, the sonic line can be seen in Figure 5.19. The rapid decrease in the Mach

Type � \[deg] G [m] Force (�?;0C4
�0

) Moment ("?;0C4

"0
)

laminar 0.874 13.465 -0.036 1 1

turbulent 0.829 13.118 -0.028 1.009 1.003

Table 5.4 Impact of turbulence on the flow.
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Figure 5.19 Effect of turbulence on Mach line.

line post transpiration is an interesting result, which requires further investigation. The

development of a boundary layer is approximated by the Blasius solution given by equation

(5.4) and the turbulent case is given by equation (5.5).

X99(G) ≈ 0.37
G

'4
1
5
G

(5.5)

Theoretically, this implies that the boundary layer height, defined by X99, should be higher

than the laminar case and one would incorrectly assume that the Mach line would also be
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higher. However, the gradient, 3D
3H
, at the wall is much larger in the turbulent case, resulting

in faster velocity near the wall. Figure 5.20 shows the boundary layer near the wall for both

laminar and turbulent cases at G = 0.25. The velocity at Mach 1 is overlaid as well, and

the intersection between the case velocity and Mach line is the resultant height of the Mach

line at that location. The velocity at Mach 1 is calculated using equation (5.6).

+"=1 =
√
W') (5.6)

As seen in figure 5.20, the velocity gradient at the wall is much steeper in the turbulent case,
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M=1 turbulent

Figure 5.20 Near wall velocity profile and local speed of sound (denoted " = 1) at G = 0.25.

as expected. Due to higher thermal heating for the turbulent case, the temperature is higher

near the wall and the speed of sound is also higher. Had enough heat been removed from the

downstream plate to match the thermal profile of the laminar case, the speed of sound would

be further depressed. This understanding is especially useful for cases that involve multiple

transpiration regions or a combination of injectors and a transpiration region, similar to the

works of Anderson et al. [55] and Waithe and Deere [56]. Having the ability to control the

Mach line height for the preceding transpiration zone can aid in controlling the forces and

moments on the plate as shown in the previous section.
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5.2.3 Can shock vector control and transpiration cooling be used syn-

ergetically?

To answer this question, it must first be shown that a similar separation distance can

be achieved with transpiration cooling as is typically shown for classical SVC injection

technique with a comparable blowing ratio. Next, a suitable location must be determined,

that requires both high cooling (using transpiration) and a high potential for actuation (using

SVC).

As discussed in Chapter 2, blunt-body dynamicmodel was developed as amodel for SVC

by contributions from Zukoski and Spaid [4], Spaid [47], Zukoski [48], and Maarouf [12].

Blunt body dynamic model was developed as a low order model to analytically describe

SVC by means of injectant fluid. Younes and Hickey [11] investigated the sensitivity of the

model, validated against several works, [3, 7, 12, 54, 56–58, 82, 83] a maximum sensitivity

of 13%was noted. Figure 5.21 is the schematic for the implemented nozzle. From this code,

Figure 5.21 Schematic diagram of model domain employed by Younes and Hickey [11]

the module that calculated penetration height ℎ and separation location, GB, was adapted to

the flat plate hypersonic SVC for the cases in Table 5.1, excluding the zero blowing ratio

case. Blunt body dynamics will be used to generate a prediction for injection height and

separation distance. This in turn, will be compared to the simulation work to determine if a

simple analytical model can be used as a 1BC order approximation. Equation (5.7) gives the
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penetration height, ℎ, for the blunt body dynamics model as developed my Maarouf [12]:

ℎ =
2�31%0 9W 9

?0 − ?0E + 1
3 ?0W0"

2
0�%<0G

(
2

W 9 + 1

) 1
W9−1

[
1

W2
9
− 1
(1 − (

? 9

%0 9
)
W9−1
W9 )

] 1
2

(5.7)

Here �3 is the discharge coefficient and is set to 1, 1 is the width of the opening and

W = 1.4 The subscript 0 corresponds to stagnation values, 9 for injectant values and 0E to

after separation shock properties. �% is defined as ?−%0
@0

and specifically �%<0G is where ?

is maximum on the blunt-body. For more info on calculating �%<0G , the reader is directed

to the thesis of Maarouf [12]. The penetration height is compared to the maximum height

of the Mach line in Figure 5.22. There is very good agreement between analytical and

simulated results around a blowing ratio of unity. The penetration height in the blunt body

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

F

0.00

0.01

0.02

y

Simulated results

Analytical predictions

Figure 5.22 Analytical penetration height, ℎ, versus the peak height of the Mach line for various

blowing ratios

model is directly correlated to the separation distance using the geometric relationships in

(5.8) to solve for V and (5.9) to solve for n . The geometry describing the variables in the

preceding equation is shown in Figure 5.23.

%?

%B(G)
=

2W ∗ "2
B(G) sin

2 V − (W − 1)
W + 1

(5.8)

tan n =
"2
B(G) sin

2 V − 2 cot V

2 + "2
B(G) (W + cos 2V)

(5.9)
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Figure 5.23 Geometric representation of equations 5.8 and 5.9, adapted from Maarouf [12].

Solving the aforementioned equations yields the results in Figure 5.24, where the analytical

model is compared to the results of the simulations. Below a blowing ratio of 1, these

models show relatively good agreement and could be used as a first order approximation.

In previous sections it was shown that with increasing blowing ratio, the peak of the Mach

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

F

0.0

0.1

0.2

x

Simulated results

Analytical prediction

Figure 5.24 Separation distance as predicted by the blunt-body model versus the simulations

line would be pushed upwards and away from the plate. The flow below the line can’t
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experience a shock wave due to its subsonic nature. This exercise shows an analogue

between the penetration distance in blunt body dynamics, and the peak Mach line location

in a transpiration flow. It also demonstrates that for the initial design phase, the blunt-

body model may be a staring location to determine the possible integration of transpiration

cooling and SVC.

To understand the need for transpirative cooling technology, Figure 5.25 demonstrates a

typical over-expanded nozzle temperature profile as simulated and validated by Shariatzadeh

et al. Shariatzadeh et al. [13]. Typical nozzle locations that would benefit from transpiration

Figure 5.25 Schematic of typical over-expanded nozzle temperature distribution [13]

cooling would be the throat in at all design conditions: over-expanded and under-expanded.

As well, the walls near the exit in the over-expanded scenario, due to high back pressure,

would also benefit form transpiration cooling. Using the model by Younes and Hickey [11],

two configurations of injection cooling were tested to determine the effectiveness of SVC

at each location. A configuration similar to Figure 5.21, with the start of injection near the

exit of the nozzle was tested, followed by a case where the nozzle was moved towards the

throat. As this is a Laval nozzle, the Mach number is not constant through out. As has

been shown in the previous sections, a change in Mach number will have an impact on the

forces, moments, Mach line and overall blowing ratio for a cross flowing constant velocity

injectant. The specifications for the Laval nozzle with an 8.5 deg angled circular injection
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port is examined, the nozzle characteristics, with no injection, are outlined in Table 5.5.

The resultant forces and deflection angle of the studied over-expanded cases can be seen

in Table 5.6 for two different injection locations, G<
GC
.

NPR SPR W "4G8C
�4G8C
�∗

30.7 1 1.4 2.88 3.777

Table 5.5 Analytical model conditions

G<
GC

�G �H X

0.7 1174 99 4.8

0.9 1171.0 80 3.9

Table 5.6 Analytical model results

The lowest value of G<
GC

without the shock reflecting off the opposite side of the nozzle

is 0.7. This is important as the model Younes and Hickey [11] cannot handle a reflecting

shock wave. The force in the cross flow direction increases monotonically as the injection

fluid is moved farther toward the throat, until a reflecting shock appears. At this point,

pressure is increased on both sides of the nozzle, decreasing the ability to deflect the thrust.

A single stage rocket may be an ideal candidate to attempt transpiration cooling and

SVC. Specifically a location near the exit of the nozzle, as it would be easier to model

without reflecting shocks. The design condition for a Laval nozzles is to have a back

pressure that is lower than atmospheric. At launch, the back pressure would be higher than

the design condition, resulting in higher temperature profiles similar to Figure 5.25. At

lower altitudes, it is not as important to vector thrust and transpiration cooling can operate

without significant thrust vectoring. As the rocket ascends, the shock wave would move

towards the exit of the nozzle until an under-expand configuration is reached, at which point

transpiration cooling would likely not be required. However, farther away from the Earth’s

surface, more SVC would be required. In this case, certain sections of the transpiration

cooling apparatus could be left on to deflect thrust as needed.
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Conclusion

This work seeks to advance the understanding of RANS-based predictive modeling for

transpiration cooling while providing a proof-of-concept for the application of transpiration

cooling for shock thrust vector control (SVC). This work is divided in two distinct but

necessary parts. First, we study a transpiratively-cooled turbulent compressible boundary

layer flow over a strongly cooled flat plate and, second, a hypersonic flow over a flat plate

where SVC is analysed in tandem with transpiration.

To this end, we conduct a comparative study of a high-fidelity DNS database and

analogous RANS simulations on a fully turbulent boundary layer with cooled walls and

transpiration cooling at low Mach number (" = 0.3). Two types of transpiration cooling

setups are investigated: uniform and slit blowing. The DNS and RANS cases were designed

to have nearly identical flow characteristics with slight differences in the inlet boundary

condition. We match the boundary layer characteristics upstream of the transpiration region

between the RANS andDNSwhich enables a direct comparison of the simulations. Notably,

having complete access to the turbulent stresses in theDNS,we can assess the RANSmodels

under these challenging conditions.

Overall, RANSmodels capture the salient features of transpiration cooling at all blowing

ratios. As noted by other works, the RANS models over-predict the wall turbulence which

results in an increase in the momentum transfer in the boundary layer and, consequently,
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a thicker boundary layer compared to the DNS for the uniform blowing case. Yet, this in-

creased turbulence production does not translate into an over-prediction in the temperature

distribution. The thermal mixing is incorrectly captured which invites a deeper considera-

tion of either the turbulent thermal flux modeling or a modification to the turbulent Prandtl

number. When modeling the slit case, an even greater turbulence production relative to the

comparative DNS is noted. As this case is characterized by 14 individual blowing slits,

there is an over-production of turbulence at the start of each blowing slit. This compound-

ing effect results in a thicker thermal (and momentum) boundary layer and smaller thermal

gradient at the wall compared to the DNS.

Furthermore, the scope of analysis was expanded to consider the applicability of RANS

model to high-speed flows. To this end, we validated our results against available experi-

mental data at hypersonic speed (" = 6). The laminar case was built up by replicating the

experimental case at a -5 angle-of-attack (AOA) and matching the plate temperature profile,

as well as resultant shock wave formation. After case was validated, the AOA was set to 0,

and parameters such as blowing ratio, inlet Mach number, entrance length and turbulence

were varied to understand their effect on the flow and resulting shock.

It was found that as the blowing ratio is increased, the resultant shock angle, separation

distance force and, moment on the plate all increase. However, this increase is not linear

in all cases. Additionally, with increasing blowing ratio, the Mach line is pushed farther

upward into the flow, which is the cause of the higher shock angle. Varying the inlet Mach

number showed similar results when organized as mentioned above. When compared to

blowing ratio, however, the force and moment were increased with decreasing blowing

ratio. The effect of boundary layer thickness on flow characteristics is demonstrated by

varying the entrance length of the flow. When compared to the resultant blowing ratio, the

separation distance and moment on the plate increased with decreasing blowing ratio. The

final parameter to be varied was turbulence. This caused forces and moments to increase

slightly, while the shock angle and separation distance decreased.

Lastly, the results were compared to blunt body dynamics to predict the separation

distance for a typical Laval nozzle. Agreement was found at low blowing ratios, leading to
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the conclusion the transpiration cooling may be a suitable option for thrust vector control

used for single stage rockets.
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